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Question: How many solar panels do we need to save the 
climate? Answer: we don’t really know exactly, but 
estimates start with 100 giant solar panel factories for the 
world to defossilize its energy supply by 2035. FYI, my 
spell-check has underlined the word “defossilize” showing 
that the term has yet to gain widespread use, but I have no 
doubt that it will, and soon. A recent study <here> from the 
University of Finland, has calculated the number of solar 
panels required for a technologically feasible, cost-
optimized transition pathways for the world. It shows how a 
global energy system with net-zero carbon emissions can 
be achieved, with solar panels supplying over two-thirds of 
total global primary energy demand. This is about more than 
the environment, its about economics too, as coal-fired 
power is actually about four times more expensive than 
electricity from solar -when you factor in the financial costs of actively recapturing and storing each ton of 
carbon released from fossil fuels. Think of it this way, eating a cheeseburger every day may only run you a 
few hundred bucks a year, but only if you look at the cost in terms of the cheeseburger alone. But factor in 
the gas you use on the way to and from the burger joint, the wear-and-tear on the car, the need for a gym 
membership to shed the extra pounds and the higher premiums on your health-care plan due to poor health, 
and all of a sudden the 99 cent burger costs a whole lot more.

This is where the Market comes in,  with Capitalism doing what it does best -identifying opportunities and 
developing products and services to capitalize on them. Governments are committed to a low/no carbon 
economy and lack the funds to accomplish this. The private sector therefore is tasked with the responsibility 
to invest in the infrastructure needed to achieve international environmental targets. 100 mega facilities 
producing clean energy from harnessing the energy of the sun offers investors return opportunities from one 
of the fastest growing sectors. Investing in the environment is smart and builds on a trend that we we have 
seen play out for the past two decades: companies that utilize technology more efficiently, are more 
profitable. 

The clarion call to go green has been heard for some time now, but when institutional investors start 
directing long term capital there, it’s time to realize that this time its serious. No political Party has a chance 
to get elected without a clear, well-defined environment plan, and no voter could seriously think that the 
national conversation about green energy is just going to go away. Similarly, it is our position that no 
investor should overlook the return potential the global energy transition from fossil-fuels to renewable 
energy. 

I’ll leave you with the story <here> of Canute -King of England, Denmark and Norway at the beginning of the 
last Millennium. To curry favour with him, his advisors would insist that he is all-powerful and that there was 
nothing he couldn’t command. Canute then ordered them to bring his royal chair to the shore facing the sea, 
and seated in it, gave the order for the waves to stop. The tide continued to come in of course, and shortly 
the King found himself half-submerged and about to be swept away. Canute, being wise recognized that 
even the directives of the most powerful are meaningless when compared to the power of nature. Investing 
in the environment is predicated on this truism and I look forward to speaking with you in regards.

Be safe, be well!

Martin 
519-546-5088 

http://energywatchgroup.org/wp-content/uploads/EWG_LUT_100RE_All_Sectors_Global_Report_2019.pdf
http://sealevelrise.duckdns.org/Story%20of%20Canute.php

